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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic has spread rapidly all over the world, affecting many countries to
varying degrees. In this study, an in-depth analysis of the factors influencing the spread of COVID-19
is offered mainly through big data in the European Union (EU) context. In doing so, the data of
the first wave of the pandemic are assessed. Afterward, we evaluate the impacts of the COVID-19
spread in specific countries and regions. Based on the existing literature, mobility is recognized as a
significant direct factor affecting disease transmission. The same applies to the case of COVID-19.
However, compared with the analysis of mobility itself, this paper explores more profound reasons
that affect mobility, ranging from policy and economy to geographical and transportation factors.
Specifically, this paper studies nine EU countries based on their population density and the degree of
impact of the epidemic in the first six months (February to July 2020) of the pandemic. Our study
aims to illustrate how policies, economies, and geographical locations (including transportation
factors) directly or indirectly affect the spread of the novel coronavirus by applying the SEIR model
to analyze all selected countries’ big data. The key findings of this research are: (1) the timeliness
of relevant policies and the effectiveness of government implementation indirectly limit the spread
of the epidemic by reducing population mobility; (2) a better medical level would contribute to
detect, isolate, and treat patients, and help control the epidemic; and (3) the large land borders and
developed transportation between countries exacerbate the spread of the COVID-19. The paper
contributes to ongoing research on COVID-19 by addressing the above points.

Keywords: COVID-19 pandemic; mobility analysis; EU countries; regional; data analysis

1. Introduction

In late December 2019, the first human index case for the novel coronavirus was re-
ported in the City of Wuhan, Hubei Province, Central China. The Hubei health authorities
launched a survey on 8 January 2020; and by 20 January 2020, the outbreak was officially
announced. The new coronavirus (known as the severe acute respiratory syndrome coron-
avirus 2, or SARS-CoV-2) was confirmed as the cause of the outbreak [1]. By early February
2020, the outbreak had already spread across the world, including parts of Europe. The
spread and the impacts of the pandemic were unprecedented; as of 4 February 2021, the
number of infections COVID-19 claimed have already surpassed 103 million [1,2]. More
than 14 months into the pandemic, most countries across the world are still struggling to
cope with a growing number of COVID-19 cases. For example, several countries, including
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the United States of America, Brazil, and countries in the European Union (EU) like Spain
and Italy, were severely affected in the third round of epidemic centers globally [3]. To
be more specifically, in that round, the total number of infected people in these countries
was among the world’s highest. Furthermore, the pandemic caused the world economy
to shrink by 6% in 2020, and the number of flights worldwide fell by 80% compared to
2019 [4].

Emerging evidence shows that the virus can be transmitted by droplet transmission,
contact transmission, and respiratory transmission, which means it has the characters of
high infectivity and high transmitting speed [5–7]. In addition, the fatality rate of this
virus is relatively high in the early stages of the outbreak [8]. Therefore, given the concern
of governments worldwide about the virus, relevant measures have been introduced
one after another. On 16 March 2020, the Schengen Agreement announced non-essential
travel restrictions from other countries into the EU+ countries. This decision came to an
agreement with the Schengen Associated States to prevent further spreading of COVID-19
in the pandemic’s early months [9]

As shown in Figure 1, since April 2020, the number of new cases per day in the EU
was generally on a downward trend until July 2020. This fact means that many European
countries effectively controlled the pandemic during that specific period. At this turning
point, some research suggests that mobility played a significant role in the control of the
spread [3,10–14]. In terms of geographic transportation, the process of new travel habits
under the COVID-19 epidemic may lead to long-term changes in mobility behavior [15].
To be more specific, less mobility could be useful for stalling and stemming the spread of
COVID-19 [16]. In this case, mobility could be divided into two parts, (1) international
and (2) domestic movements. By delving into more details of the global aspect, it is
evident that the number of international visitors has dropped dramatically, since most
passengers have canceled their international travel plan actively or passively. On the other
hand, data on population movement between and within cities have also fallen sharply.
For instance, on the 15th of April 2020, across Spain, the mobility to and from grocery
and pharmacy stores, workplace, parks, transit stations, and retail and recreation areas
dropped by 60.86%, 73.71%, 82.43%, 85.43%, and 91.43% respectively [17]. As for individual
mobility patterns, they accelerate the risk of a global spread of the virus [18]. The general
belief is that the reduction of population mobility in these different aspects contributes to
effectively controlling the epidemic. In other words, by adjusting the distance between
people, mobility control has reduced the widespread transmission of the COVID-19 within
the same region and between regions as well [16]. In addition, the spatial distribution
of COVID-19 cases can be explained by population movement data, but the accuracy
decreases with the implementation of control measures [19].
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Figure 1. Daily new cases in EU (extracted from available data by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control
(Data extracted from [20] for the presentation of daily new cases in EU).

It is worth noting that, although some scholars analyzed the factors affecting the
decline of population mobility, most of them, such as Jacobsen and Jacobsen [21], focused
on aspects such as the contents of the government’s travel ban, which only involved isolated
aspects of mobility management. In this case, Chinazzi et al. [22] used a global population
disease transmission model to predict the impact of domestic and foreign travel restrictions
on the China mainland and international spread of the epidemic. Taking southern Italy as
an example, Campisi et al. investigated sustainable tourism patterns under COVID-19 and
pointed out that there were significant changes in the pattern of population movement,
especially in the modes of public transport, during the pandemic [23]. Additionally, as
highlighted by Cheshmehzangi [24], the regional border closures in the small Oceanian
countries help them keep away from the pandemic from the inception. However, they
only focused on this individual aspect. Therefore, based on the research gap in this field,
this study is devoted to analyzing some other factors affecting population mobility from
three overarching aspects of policy, economy, and geography. It is hoped that the effective
simulation and control of these factors will contribute to the prevention and control of
infectious diseases in the future. Based on this aim, and to make the analysis more specific
through a factual basis, we selected nine EU countries as examples for mobility analysis
in this paper. Figure 2 presents a map of the cumulative number of confirmed cases in
Europe as estimated on the 28th of August 2020. It is evident that the global and regional
distribution of the COVID-19 is unbalanced, and our analysis also reflects on this critical
fact. The criteria to select the countries is twofold: (1) the number of infections per 100,000
people in each country and (2) the population density in each country.
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Figure 2. Europe map of infected population (adapted from COVID-19 Europe Maps [25]).

As mentioned earlier, the research contributes to the analysis of complex factors
affecting the spread of COVID-19. This paper analyzes policy, economic, and geographical
aspects while taking ‘mobility’ as the core indicator. One noteworthy fact is that the
outbreak is now further spread across the globe, and as of July of 2020, there is an increasing
number of cases across the world. However, this study focuses on a specific timeline that
could suggest the role of mobility in the early spread of the disease across the borders.
Therefore, this study’s results will be applied to optimize earlier efforts to control COVID-
19 and have far-reaching implications for future prevention and control of similar infectious
diseases. The applications are likely to be more for future epidemics than the ongoing
case of the COVID-19. Furthermore, this study contributes to scientific research, primarily
through the following the aim of assessing factors affecting population mobility in parts of
the European Union in order to achieve simulations and future projections of COVID-19
spreading. Simultaneously, three key objectives are given: (a) analyzing and comparing the
changes in the number of cases in each selected country and affected extent by COVID-19,
(b) investigating various factors affecting the spread of COVID-19, and (c) forecasting the
trend of COVID-19 in the next phases.

In the following section, this study first explains some useful theories, then highlights
the methodological framework and its contents. The methodologies are divided into three
steps: (1) case study selection, (2) introduction of the modified SEIR model to simulate
the epidemic situation, and (3) data analysis. Afterward, the results are highlighted
based on the three primary aspects of the study: policy, economy, and geographical and
transportation factors. These are then led to further discussion and concluding remarks of
the paper.

2. Methodology

At first, the study is focused on the case study selection. As a result, nine European
Union (EU) countries were selected to analyze the general situation of the COVID-19 spread
in the context of the EU. This context is selected based on shared economies, shared land,
and shared values. The type of data required is then determined based on the selected
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countries. The economic impact is likely to have a profound impact on social mobility in
the longer term during COVID-19 pandemic [26]. In addition, differences in geographic
mobility are also influenced by different economic classes or levels [27]. Based on data from
all mobile phone users in a major mobile phone network in Sweden, they also conclude
that moderate government policies can force people to adopt socially distancing behaviors.
Thus, economic, policy, and geographical factors are interactive and interlaced, influencing
intra-regional mobility together. As a result, when processing the data, we defined three
parameters related to mobility and collect the data accordingly. To ensure the validity of
the results is maintained, accurate data are used to analyze the epidemic situation, and
the findings are cross-checked between the research members. The results then draw
conclusions about the epidemic situation based on the impact of parameters on mobility.
Finally, the study summarizes the findings and tries to find recommendations beneficial to
future epidemics events. Figure 3 summarizes the study’s structure of research.

Figure 3. Research conceptual framework: three mobility related parameters as the core elements.

2.1. Case Study Selection

This report selects nine EU countries to conduct a multi-angle comparative analysis of
the virus distribution and mobility. It also explores the relationship between the control
effect of the new coronavirus and different aspects. The 28 (27 + 1, including the UK)
countries of the EU are divided into three levels: high, middle, and low. This categorization
is conducted according to the number of cases per million by the end of August 2020
(Figure 4). In doing so, the selection is then based on multiple levels to ensure variability in
case studies.

By considering the countries’ situation and land area comprehensively, three countries
are selected with similar population densities at each level. This is done to ensure the
comparability of cases within and across the three categorized levels. Therefore, in each
level of the epidemic situation, we end up with three cases of multiple densities, i.e., high
density, medium density, and low density. Table 1 below summarizes this case study
selection in a matrix. The selected countries are then categorized based on the degree of
the pandemic and their population density. The selected cases are:

1. Belgium: high-level and high density;
2. The Netherlands: mid-level and high density;
3. Malta: low-level and high-density;
4. Italy: high-level and medium density;
5. Germany: mid-level and medium density;
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6. Poland: low-level and medium density;
7. Spain: high-level and low density;
8. France: mid-level and low density;
9. Greece: low-level and low density.

Figure 4. Three categorized levels of the EU epidemic situation by the end of August 2020, based on the available data on
reported cases/deaths per 100,000 population in the EU.

Table 1. Nine selected countries with data (data extracted from Worldometer [28]).

Degree High-Level Mid-Level Low-Level

Pop.
Density >300 Cases per 105 Population 300–150 Cases per 105 Population <150 Cases per 105 Population

High Density Belgium 537.2 cases
The Netherlands

291 cases
Malta

138.6 cases
360 ppl/km2 409 ppl/km2 1565 ppl/km2

Medium Density Italy 397.7 cases Germany 233.6 cases
Poland

89.3 cases
199 ppl/km2 232 ppl/km2 122 ppl/km2

Low Density Spain 532.4 cases
France

243.2 cases
Greece

531.5 cases
93 ppl/km2 106 ppl/km2 83 ppl/km2

It is important to note that the selected countries’ situation of the pandemic now
differs from the study’s selected timeframe. Hence, the focus is mainly on the selected
period of the first six-eight months of the pandemic to evaluate in-depth the effect of the
mobility from multiple perspectives during the early months.

2.2. Using the Modified SEIR Model to Simulate the Epidemic Situation

According to the World Health Organization (WHO) report, COVID-19 may spread
from exposed cases before the onset of symptoms [29]. The SEIR (i.e., S for susceptible, E
for exposed, I for infectious, R for recovered) basic model [30] does not consider exposed
individuals infectious. Therefore, the infection probability (β) that the latent person con-
taminates a healthy susceptible person into a latent person and the number of healthy
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susceptible persons that the latent person contacts each day, re, are added to ensure that
the SEIR model is appropriate for COVID-19. The below formula summarizes the model.

N = S + E + I + R (1)

dS
dt

= −rβIS/N − reβe IS/N (2)

dE
dt

= rβIS/N + reβe IS/N − αE (3)

dI
dt

= αE − γI (4)

dR
dt

= γI (5)

where N is the number of people in target area (population); S is the number of susceptible
individuals; E is the number of exposed individuals; I is the number of infected individuals;
R is the number of recovered individuals; r is the number of susceptible individuals
exposure to infected individuals; β is the probability of infection after exposure to infected
individuals; re is the number of susceptible individuals exposed to exposed individuals;
βe is the rate of infection after exposure to exposed individuals; α is the rate at which
an exposed person becomes infected; γ is the rate at which an infected person becomes
recovered.

The study uses MATLAB to build the model code. First of all, basic parameters were
set to simulate the natural conditions without policies, and five simulations were carried out
to obtain accurate results. After that, parameters related to the imposed policy are changed
to simulate the impact of the policy after it is implemented. Most of the parameters applied
in this paper are estimated or assumed. Some of the estimations are derived from other
simulation reports. However, since countries (regions) and the development degree (time)
of the epidemic may differ for different contexts and time periods, specific parameters
depend on specific analysis objects for further investigation.

The differential equation applied by the model is the ‘Markov Chain’, a random
process in the state space through the transition from one state to another. The process
requires the property that the current state can only determine the probability distribution
of the next state, and that events preceding it in the time series are irrelevant to it.

Policies can be simulated by modifying the parameters at a specific time. For example,
after the particular date when the country ordered a lockdown policy, the number of
exposed people (r) is significantly reduced. Countries with better economies have higher
medical standards, and the recovery rate (h) increases accordingly. In this paper, this
model is mainly used to compare the epidemic situation in different countries and compare
the impact of implementing policies at other times. We could then prove how policies
ultimately affect the state of the epidemic in each country by affecting population mobility.

The SEIR model has been widely used and proved to be effective. In this paper,
the model is only used for simple simulations to obtain evidence of the policy impact.
The conclusion has limitations, which means it cannot simulate the exact situation but
can closely enough to generate a debate about the impacts on specific regions/countries,
particularly for the first phase of the pandemic. Thus, the simulation is fast and intuitive
to analyze trends and the impact of measures. The findings will be useful for future
pandemics and methods of identifying disease spread from the contextual point of view.

2.3. Data Analysis

In the data analysis section, the following two points need to be noted. The first thing
to note is the data analysis aspect of the model. The new coronavirus’s incubation period
is 5–6 days on average, but it can reach 14 days or longer [31]. In the analysis of many
cases in this report, the average incubation period is six days. Before the lockdown, people
who entered the country may only be diagnosed after the lockdown, which might cause
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data flotations for less or more. For example, the number of cases may not be significantly
reduced until 5–6 days after the lockdown. Therefore, to avoid such issues when analyzing
data related to the number of cases and time, an additional incubation period is added
to ensure the analysis’s accuracy. Secondly, as the development of the epidemic changes
with time, and the data in this paper involves multiple aspects of multiple countries, the
study mainly focuses on analyzing and comparing the data through control variables,
especially related to time. Nevertheless, the timeframe is limited to the first eight months
of the pandemic to ensure focusing on the study’s main aim, i.e., to analyze mobility effects
through regional (and country-level) differences.

3. Results
3.1. Policy

At the bottom of Table 1, there are three countries with low population densities but
different levels of impact from the epidemic: Spain, France, and Greece. According to
surveys, there are some similarities between the three countries. For example, all three
countries have a high level of connectivity with Italy (via water and/or land), which is
the country with the highest level of cases during the earliest phase of the outbreak in
Europe. This also means they all faced an increased risk of infection in the early months.
Furthermore, in terms of population mobility, Spain and France are among the EU’s major
economies, while Greece has tourism as its mainstay industry. Thus, all three countries
originally had relatively high levels of movement of population in the EU. However, the
initial severity of the epidemic in the three countries varied widely. For instance, Spain
had the highest number of cases per 100,000 population, with more than 500, followed
by France and Greece with fewer than 100. From a comprehensive analysis, the main
reason for this result is the significant impact of population mobility policies’ timeliness
and execution.

To be more specific, an epidemic policy can be roughly divided into blockade policies
to reduce population mobility, social policies to reduce the chance of spread the virus,
and medical/health policies to reduce mortality. This paper focuses on blockade policies,
including closing public places, school closures, closing borders, and nationwide lockdown.
Social policies (e.g., maintaining social distance and wearing masks) and medical/health
policies (e.g., financial allocation and provision of intensive care unit capacity) were not
highlighted. One measure of a blockade policy’s timeliness is the time lag between its
introduction and the first case and the first death. Figure 5 represents the first case’s
timeline, the first death case, and several similar policies in each country. From the timeline,
France and Spain had no effective policies in place between the first confirmed case and
the first death. Additionally, it took both countries up to a month from the first death
case to introduce high-level restriction measures. For example, France recorded its first
death case on the 24th of February 2020, but schools across the country closed only on the
16th of March 2020. Furthermore, the stricter national ban was introduced even later than
that date. This considerable time gap gave the virus enough time to spread. During that
time gap, the population movement index in France and Spain changed slightly compared
with regular times. This led to the spread of the virus from the original cities to all parts of
the country, which was fatal for the fight against the pandemic.

However, the Greek policy has been much timelier. After the first confirmed cases, the
Greek government took timely and effective measures in potentially high-risk areas. More
specifically, on 4 March 2020, three high-risk Greek cities were under lockdown, where
the flow of people with other areas was almost cut off. This immediate action effectively
stopped the spread of the virus at that time. Therefore, among the three countries, although
Greece is the last country to experience a nationwide lockdown (i.e., on 23 March 2020),
its anti-epidemic efforts are the most successful. This was similar to China’s situation,
where the timely closure of the epicenter or the source city was more important than the
subsequent national closure. Additionally, as showed in Figure 5, the Greek government
has also taken a series of other effective measures in a timely manner before the first death
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case. These timely measures include closing all public places on 8 March 2020, and closing
all schools on 11 March 2020. As per the parliamentary statement by the prime minister
of Greece, Kyriakos Mitsotakis, the epidemic’s control was largely due to the ban’s timely
implementation, indicating that their schools were closed even before the first death case
(i.e., on 12 March 2020). As per records [32], most countries did not close schools until
two or three weeks after the first death case, when dozens of patients may have died.
Furthermore, the Spanish government’s slower response might be partly influenced by
the country’s geographical factors. The Spanish borders are within 400 miles of the first
European epicenter, i.e., Italy. However, geographically, there are no land borders with Italy,
which has caused the delay by the Spanish authorities to propose an immediate response.

Figure 5. The timeline of the first cases, first death, and policies for France, Spain, and Greece (Note: Three data for specific
dates are not available for two EU countries of Malta and The Netherlands in the first phase of the COVID-19 pandemic).

In addition to its policies’ timeliness, which suggests that the Greek government
responded faster than France or Spain, we can see significant gaps in the government’s
executive power in each country. For instance, in Spain, the government responded slowly
and clumsily to the outbreak. Before the emergency policy was implemented, part of the
population of Madrid and other cities had dispersed across the country. The movement of
this population was the leading cause of the spread of the epidemic. Moreover, the policies
of the Spanish government were poorly coordinated. The Madrid municipal government
closed schools early but did nothing else, creating a holiday atmosphere that led to crowded
bars, parks, and public spaces. This resulted in an increased influx of tourism and many
families even going to the seaside. The other main reason for the rapid spread of the virus
in Spain is related to the country’s climatic conditions. For instance, in late February and
early March, with temperatures above 20 °C, Madrid’s pavement cafes and bars were
heaving with happy folk, doing what Madrileños like best: being sociable. That means
hugging, kissing, and animated chatter just a few inches from someone else’s face [33].
Fortunately, though, the lockdown that began on 14 March 2020, was efficiently enforced
with police fines and nationwide pressure. However, by then, the virus had spread far
and wide already, which then led to a complex situation of the outbreak control. By the
end of March 2020, Spain had already become one of the worst-hit EU countries (Figure 6).
However, Spanish health official Maria Jose Sierra said the daily infections trend had
changed since taking the lockdown measures. Compared to 20% of new infections that
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occurred per day before 25 March 2020, the figures were roughly down to 12% by the end
of Summer 2020 [34].

Figure 6. COVID-19 data for death cases, recovery cases, and active infected cases in Spain during the month of March 2020,
adapted and data is extracted from [34].

Compared with France and Spain, Greece was not initially expected to prevent and
control the epidemic. On the contrary, it was believed that Greece, as a country that suffered
the worst economic crisis and several years of recession, would be affected significantly.
There are a variety of reasons. On the one hand, at the end of February 2020, the disease
outbreak began in Italy, and Greece, which is not far from Italy, was considered the riskiest
destination for the disease to spread. On the other hand, the Greek health system was
considered more vulnerable due to more than a decade of spending cuts. Greece currently
has 560 intensive care beds for a population of 11 million, equivalent to 5.2 beds per 100,000
people [35]. Compared with 29.2 beds per 100,000 people in Germany, the Greek healthcare
facilities are deficient.

Despite the odds, Greece managed to contain the outbreak in the first wave of the
epidemic. In addition to the timely policies mentioned above, both the government and
people made many efforts. According to the analysis, Greece had a high level of population
mobility before the outbreak. People over the age of 60 made up 25 percent of the popula-
tion, putting the country at increased risk of an epidemic. Therefore, the Greek government
attaches great importance to epidemic prevention. After the outbreak in China at the
end of January, the Greek Ministry of Health set up an emergency treatment mechanism,
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followed the epidemic situation in China closely, and kept communicating with China
on the COVID-19 information. This Greek epidemic prevention work gained precious
golden time. The day after the first case of COVID-19 was confirmed in Thessaloniki,
Greece’s second-largest city, the government canceled the annual carnival and banned
any large gatherings. Schools and universities across the country were closed as early as
the 10th of March 2020. Just three days after the country had only 89 confirmed cases,
the government announced the closure of cafés, restaurants, and tourist attractions. They
also promptly introduced a rent-free subsidy policy for small and medium-sized private
businesses. Tourism is the primary industry of the Greek national economy. At an early
stage, the government decisively chose to close the border and stop international flights
due to the epidemic.

In addition to its people-oriented and scientific policy from the very beginning, the
Greek government cannot do without the support from all walks of life and the Greek
people’s code of solidarity. If the epidemic situation becomes more severe, the impacts
on the economy will also be more severe, making the Greek who has just experienced an
economic crisis have a strong sense of crisis toward the virus. Coupled with the novel
coronavirus high risk for the elderly group, it became a consensus to give priority to
protecting the elderly and vulnerable groups. With the government’s joint efforts and its
people, Greece has become a successful example of the European response in the first wave
of the COVID-19 outbreak.

3.2. Economy

Since the economy covers many aspects, this paper mainly explores the medical level’s
impact on the spread of COVID-19 in Europe, taking Germany, Italy, Spain, and France as
examples. As of 15 August 2020, Germany’s mortality rate was approximately 4.1%, in Italy
13.9%, in Spain 7.4%, and in France 13.5%. There are two main reasons why Germany’s
death rate is much lower than that of the other three and also in comparison to its neighbors.
The first is the overall level of the medical system. The prevailing medical level includes the
level of medical equipment, medical staff, and medical collaboration. Since isolation is an
integral part of the prevention and control of COVID-19, a highly infectious virus, higher
numbers of beds and staff are significant, which means the hospitals can isolate and treat
more patients at the same time. According to data released by Eurostat in 2017 (Figure 7),
Germany has one of the highest numbers of medical beds in Europe, especially critical beds.
All of them show Germany’s huge spending and emphasis on national healthcare services.
In 2017, there were 800 beds for every 100,000 residents in Germany. By comparison, France
has 598 beds for the same number of residents, Italy has 318, and Spain 297. The EU
average figure is approximately 500, which means that Italy and Spain’s medical levels are
well below the European average. The reality of the situation also illustrates this problem.
Taking Italy as an example, where the number of cases far exceeds hospitals’ capacity,
people with mild illness had to choose to self-isolate themselves at home, even though
they were highly contagious. It also means that isolation is not mandatory and is not strict
enough to prevent the virus from spreading to those around them. As for intensive care
unit (ICU), Germany has 29.2 intensive care beds per 100,000 inhabitants, again well ahead
of Italy (12.5), France (11.6), Spain (9.7), and the EU average (14.3) [36].

In addition to the number of medical beds per capita, Germany also has a better
healthcare system than its neighbors. As a result of the large number of laboratories
established in Germany, early daily testing was also relatively high. The high detection
capacity allowed Germany to seize the opportunity to conduct better screening in the
early stages of the epidemic. By contrast, France, Italy, and Spain had to leave testing to
suspected cases who have symptoms and meet various conditions. In France, for mild
cases, people could only be isolated at home for 14 days, rather than having access to
professional care. Just because more people were tested in Germany than in other countries
(i.e., even for those with less severe symptoms), they could better overview the outbreak
progression. Hence, Germany’s death rate was relatively low.
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Figure 7. The hospital beds per 100,000 inhabitants (data extracted from EUROstat 2017).

Moreover, a high level of medical cooperation, of which the advantage is the high
efficiency of utilizing existing medical resources, is important as well. At the height of the
first wave of the COVID-19 epidemic, medical and nursing staff seemed to be the critical
limiting factor, stressed and exhausted, with a marked lack of good rotation or replacement
arrangements. Most notably, in Italy, the health workforce has long been on the brink of
collapse, with extreme cases of suicide and stress among staff. Therefore, it is necessary
for governments to systematically develop coordinated preparedness plans for managing
surges, whether in terms of hospital capacity or medical supplies, such as ventilators.

3.3. Geographical and Transportation Factors

These factors assess the impact of geographical context and transportation on the
prevalence of COVID-19 in Europe. The direct medium of COVID-19 transmission is popu-
lation mobility, which is heavily influenced by geographic and transportation factors [3].
Therefore, this indicator is a critical one when assessing the population mobility domain.
This indicator mainly studies the geographical context throughout Europe and the Euro-
pean Union’s transport network to analyze the nine target countries’ specific situations. To
summarize, compared with other continents, the whole of Europe is relatively low-lying.
Within the target area, the central mountain range is the Alps, covering northern Italy,
southeastern France, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, and southern Germany. This
geographical separation forms natural boundaries that also played parts in the regional
distribution of the COVID-19 outbreak in its early days.

Due to the development of roads, railways, and air traffic, the geographical barrier
has been minimal in modern times. In particular, the Gotthard tunnel through Switzerland,
opened in 2016, has broken through the bottleneck of the north–south traffic in Europe.
It makes railway traffic in Germany, France, Austria, Switzerland, and Italy very smooth.
As a result, the region of Lombardy in northern Italy was hit the most in the first wave
of the outbreak. This was mainly due to the region bordering Germany, France, Austria,
and Slovenia, with also at least nine cross-border railways. Due to the implementation of
the EU integration policy, people’s flow across the borders was relatively smooth before
the restrictions on COVID-19 were introduced. Based on Eurostat’s relevant data in 2015,
the map of border exchanges in Europe is drawn up. This study also utilizes a real-time
authoritative map of epidemic data from the COVID-19 section of the HealthMap website.
This is used for the comparison analysis to find the impact of geographically traffic-affected
population movements on the pandemic. Figure 8 shows the Lombardy (Lombardia)
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region’s location and illustrates cross-border commuting in the form of the percentage of
respondents in each country’s border regions.

Figure 8. The extent of commuting across borders in parts of the EU (the percentage of respondents),
highlighting also the first European epicenter of the COVID-19 pandemic during the first phase of
the disease outbreak in the EU context, i.e., Lombardia, North Italy.

It is not difficult to find that Italy’s northern part is a central transportation hub that
connects many countries. It is one of the regions with the most frequent social exchanges
on the European border. Moreover, the Lombardy region was at first the most affected area
in Italy and Europe. This was because Italy’s border restraint policy in the early period of
the COVID-19 pandemic was not timely.

A second example is another highly infected region in western Europe. Figure 9
demonstrates a data map of 2015 from Eurostat, showing the direction and flow of traffic
across borders in Europe. According to Figure 9, it can be observed that there is a massive
flow of personnel exchanges in the border area between The Netherlands, Belgium, France,
and Germany. Additionally, The Netherlands and Belgium are small in size and have high
population density. This fact was also one of the main reasons they became one of the
hardest-hit areas in Europe. This is more detailed in the right image in Figure 9, which
demonstrates the map of the epidemic situation near The Netherlands and Belgium as
of 31 July 2020. It shows that the actual problem is consistent with the theory. Belgium’s
southern border with France and Germany and its northeastern border with The Nether-
lands have all been hit the hardest during the first wave of the COVID-19 outbreak in
Europe. At first, the worst affected areas in The Netherlands were not Amsterdam or any
other major cities, but the southern registered bordering with Belgium and Germany.
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Figure 9. The cross-border communing map based on EUROstat 2017/COVID-19 map near The Netherlands and Belgium.

Reference data show that cities with a European liquidity index above 50% include
Brussels, Lyon, and Paris. All of these cities have both rail and air hub standards. At the
same time, these cities are also associated with other areas that are not bordering or even
far away because of the relevant air routes (especially before the large-scale blockade). This
supports the fact that air transport is the largest possible source of transmission apart from
other transportation modes like rail transport. The combined air and rail systems that exist
in some areas may exacerbate this effect, so lifting restrictions must be done with great care.
In terms of road transport, the lack of public transport and the tendency of private cars in
Europe have reduced this potential risk.

Moreover, Greece, and notably Malta as a typical island state, rely almost entirely on
air travel for people’s movement with other countries. In this regard, policies related to
domestic and overseas aviation in the wake of the outbreak have been a significant factor.
In fact, both Greece and Malta imposed earlier cross-border movement controls and strict
restrictions on people’s movement within their borders, and because both countries are
small in size with small populations, they are far less affected by COVID-19 than those in
continental Europe.

In addition, water transportation is one of the less common modes of population
mobility. Although their proportion has become smaller at present, some countries still
do have a larger body of population mobility over water bodies. Objectively speaking,
the travel time of water transportation is relatively long, and the space in the voyage is
relatively tight. In particular, the outbreak of mass epidemic on some large passenger ships
around the world in the early stage of the epidemic has further hit the passenger flow
market of water transport. Therefore, the impact of water transport on mobility is almost
negligible.

4. Discussion
4.1. Simulation of Policy Impact through a Pilot Case

According to the findings, a country’s public health policy could significantly impact
its population’s mobility, and in turn, affecting the country’s control and management of
the COVID-19 pandemic. The SEIR model is a reliable model that has been widely used
to visualize the impact of policy. The real situation will have a wide range of specific
parameters presented, and many studies have improved the SEIR model to make it closer
to the real situation. However, a simulation cannot fully reflect the real situation, and the
simulation and prediction of the real situation is not the core expression of this paper. The
simulation is based on the ideal case of a closed sample country, meaning that mobility
between countries is ignored. In subsequent studies, other parameters may be explored to
explore the extent to which more factors influence policy, mobility, and the pandemic.
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At of the end of January 2021, the ratio of active cases to the Belgium population dete-
riorated and became the top place in Europe, with 4154 infections per million people [37].
Data in Belgium were used to simulate policy implementation’s impact on the epidemic
using the SEIR model. The case of Belgium is selected due to its high-level ratio of active
cases. The simulation is conducted to verify the arguments of the study. The first step is
data collection, and the second step is simulation and analysis.

4.1.1. Data Collection

As shown in Section 2.2, the parameters required for simulation include population
(N), recovery rate (y), infection rate (B), exposed number (r), mortality, number of infected
individuals (I), exposed individuals (E), and recovered individuals (R). Since Belgium’s
testing ability in February 2020 was inefficient, data from April to July 2020 were chosen
for more accurate simulation. The simulation data come from websites that update the
epidemic data in real-time, as shown in official data by EPISTAT [38]. To estimate the
infection rate, a calculation model is established by comparing the number of daily new
cases and yesterday’s active cases. The infection rate for six months can be estimated as
0.016. Under the latest data update in Belgium, the mortality and recovery rates during
this period are 3% and 6%, respectively. The conversion rate between exposed and infected
individuals cannot be accurately obtained from the data, so the reciprocal expression of
the incubation period is used, which is 1/5.8 [39]. The daily exposed number of infected
individuals was estimated to be 10 in the initial situation [40]. The infection rate and the
number of exposed persons are assumed to be the same as infected individuals. According
to the Belgian epidemic information published on 1 April 2020 [38], the initial epidemic
situation was I = 13,964 ppl, E = 1396 ppl, and R = 2132 ppl, with the population of Belgium
estimated to be 11 million.

The degree to which policies are implemented varies widely between countries, mean-
ing that the resulting interventions are reflected in different parameters. When changing
the parameters, the implementation degree of the policy is divided into five levels, and
the impact on parameters are 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90%, respectively. Through social
media, reports, and other information sources, the study estimates the implementation of
the policy and finally determines the appropriate parameter changes.

4.1.2. Simulation and Analysis

According to Figure 10, considering the ideal situation without policy influence, the
number of infected people reached a peak within two months, during which time about
3 million people were infected in these regions. At the end of July 2020, almost all the
infected people disappeared, but according to the mortality data, the disappeared numbers
resurfaced in the form of mortality numbers—about 330,000 deaths in the country.
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Compared with the ‘no policy’ situation, the simulation with lockdown policy (re-
strictions on mobility) is presented in Figure 11. The estimated daily exposed number of
infected individuals (r) dropped by half after the wide-scale lockdown was implemented
(1 May 2020). The figures verify the drop was from 10 cases per day to five per day. The
range of change of ‘r’ value depends on the degree of policy implementation and should be
estimated in combination with the specific implementation situation of different countries.
The peak number of infected people was delayed by about 30 days, which means that the
government and people have more time to respond to the pandemic. Additionally, the
daily number of infected people dropped by about 50% in the same period. Hence, the
outbreak of the epidemic was delayed, and its severity was mitigated.
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Other aspects, such as the quarantine policy, wearing a mask, and reducing aggre-
gation, are characterized by lower infection rates (B). Assuming that 50% of people wear
masks correctly, the infection rate can be estimated to be 50% of the original, from 0.016 to
0.008. However, exposed individuals may not be aware of their disease and wear masks
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less often, so the estimated impact on exposed individuals is only 25%, i.e., from 0.016 to
0.012. As shown in Figure 12, the simulation data with the mask strategy is similar to the
mobility restriction strategy, but the impact is relatively small.

The simulation of the simultaneous use of different policies is shown in Figures 13 and 14
at two different times with 10 days difference. The sharp turn in the curve (the peak) shows
how quickly the effective policies can have an impact on the epidemic. However, in reality,
the implementation of policies is often gradual, and the performance is often lagging. It will
depend on the ability of the government and the efficiency of virus detection. Under the
same changed parameters as before, the daily number of infected individuals (I) remains
extremely low throughout the year, and the total number of infected individuals (I) nation-
wide is 3,979,000 people by the end of July 2020. Compared with the ‘no policy’ situation,
the number of death cases was reduced by 63.8%. According to the simulation, if the
policies are implemented well, the pandemic will be basically under control by December.
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Figure 14. SEIR model with combined policies 10 days in advance, relative to time in Figure 13, using
the epidemic trend of combined policies started on 20th of April 2020.

Figure 14 simulates the combined policy’s implementation 10 days in advance, relative
to the policy implementation time in Figure 13. On 31 July 2020, the number of infections
dropped from 3,979,000 to 1,800,200, or a 45% reduction in caseloads. These findings
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indicate that, in the long run, the 10-day advance policy can substantially slow the spread
of the epidemic.

Overall, the SEIR model proved that the mobility restriction public health policies can
stall and stem the spread of the virus, and in turn, delay the outbreak time and reduce the
severity of the pandemic. In sum, earlier implementation of the policy proved to be very
effective in mitigating the pandemic.

4.2. Discussion on Mobility and Urban Development

In general, multiple factors suggest the impact of population mobility on the spread
of the pandemic. The first is that changes induced by the studied strategies considerably
overlap with the government’s introduction of new national policies, highlighting the
importance of government action in changing population behavior. Following the blockade
imposed by the government, the mobility pattern quickly entered a new equilibrium,
marking the end of the transitional period. Pullano et al. [41] made qualitative and
quantitative analyses of people’s mobility in France using the travel-related big data
published by France Telecom. Their findings show that the blockade has reduced travel by
65% for residents and 85% for non-residents. Our study found that long-distance domestic
transportation in all countries is almost completely disrupted through case studies of nine
countries, and the reduction of traffic flow in different regions is not uniform. Through
further exploration, it is found that the degree of mobility reduction is related to regional
economic differences. Although there has been a movement out of the most populous cities,
it has not been significant. This is mainly because the economic decline during the epidemic
has forced people to move to larger cities, searching for more employment opportunities.
Therefore, more policy guidance is needed to reduce the prevalence of mass gatherings
(rallies, marches, holiday celebrations, etc.). For some purposes of flow/travel, for instance,
strategies such as cancellations, postponements, and moving gatherings online could help
bring down potential high-impact mobility.

As for some small-scale flows, such as shopping, approaches such as centralized
time-sharing and targeted delivery can be adopted to reduce the flow of personnel. In
addition to the movement caused by employment, reasons for mobility between cities vary.
They include the need to return to school and company after holidays, which often occurs
in larger cities. Additionally, the presence of developed railway and subway systems in
big cities, such as the early stages of the Wuhan epidemic, is closely linked to the number
of positive cases [42]. Therefore, the control of inter-city mobility in large cities, especially
difficult-to-avoid mobility abilities (e.g., the Spring Festival travel), could benefit from
special research and policy attention [43].

As the study shows, the deficiencies in control and prevention of the pandemic
also appeared in well-developed urban regions. In this regard, urban structure plays a
vital role in epidemic prevention. The division of responsibilities brought by reasonable
structure provides more immense possibilities for timely response measures. There is this
global movement towards metropolitans and mega-cities, the impact of which needs to
be thoroughly examined. Urban centers like Paris, with more than 10 million population,
are mushrooming across the world. Therefore, managing epidemics in an increasingly
urbanized world is essential, but it is also complicated by contemporary urbanism’s
peculiarities, as the COVID-19 crisis fatally demonstrated [44]. For example, in urbanizing
regions, institutional roles and responsibilities overlap, raising questions about who is
responsible for preventing and controlling epidemics [45,46]. The failure of responsibility
allocation may lead to chaos in the epidemic prevention work. As a multi-party country,
Italy has contradictions and differences among regions, making it challenging to coordinate
its epidemic prevention endeavors, resulting in the ineffective implementation of critical
epidemic prevention measures and compromised epidemic control attempts. Through the
case study of nine EU countries, it is found that the rational division of urban structure is
also essential. For cities with high infection rates, we identify various factors instrumental
in curbing COVID-19 transmissions, such as the lack of people-centered urban design.
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The allocation of medical areas, for instance, is often in remote areas and away from
the residential areas, which, in turn, could result in long public transportation in terms
of distance and time, not to mention that the lack of medical institutions could further
compound the situation. Therefore, in the process of urbanization, more people-centered
functional zoning and allocation of medical institutions (community hospitals, etc.) may
be necessary in light of the infectious disease control and prevention imperatives. These
findings combined underscore the importance of critical infrastructures [3] in preventing
and controlling pandemics like COVID-19.

4.3. Further Discussion: New Social Spaces?

The analysis presented in this paper highlights three aspects of COVID-19 prevention
in nine EU countries concerning mobility: policy, economy, and geography. Mobility plays a
significant role in shaping the progression of the COVID-19 pandemic, as increased mobility
could translate into greater chances of contact between individuals (e.g., in confined trains,
buses, and planes) and more pronounced infection rates. As shown in Section 4.1, the SEIR
model is an effective method to simulate multiple scenarios. It is important to note that
the ratio between infected and recovered patients must be at a rate that is compatible with
available healthcare resources (e.g., the number of hospital beds) to ensure proper and
prompt care and treatment of COVID-19 patients. In this regard, the COVID-19 prevalence
might be treated in self-isolation, but not in severe cases.

As shown in the findings, the government timeframe to respond to the pandemic was
limited since the virus spread fast; thus, evidence-based swift measures paid off, such as
clear and coherent control of mobility and social gatherings. One key advantage of these
measures is that they can be adjusted relatively easily—countries can update their policies
as their COVID-19 prevention realities change. However, one important caveat is that these
measures are difficult to establish and enforce in countries where the governments lack the
ability or authority to propose or impose them. Examples are regions like the USA and
Brazil, which in turn, could lead to catastrophic consequences (e.g., skyrocketing COVID-
19 infection and death rates). It is also important to note that one key aim of mobility
regulations is to avoid overloading the healthcare systems, a goal that is often difficult
to achieve [3], even for Germany, a country known for its highly developed healthcare
standards and capability.

This study focuses on the context of the European Continent, with selected cases
of individual countries. We acknowledge that Europe has its distinctive characteristics
globally due to its open-border policies, short distances between membership countries,
and well-connected transportation systems, all of which are hallmarks of EU countries’
economies. These distinctive characteristics should also factor in COVID-19 control and
prevention. As is well-acknowledged in the literature and this study, commuting to work
across country borders is common in Europe. Areas with high connectivity in transport,
such as in the north of Italy and the Dutch border, may face more pronounced difficulties in
curbing the virus’s spread. In turn, they could implement tailored measures to offset their
vulnerabilities. Some of the effective examples are using the system to transport essential
goods but not people [3], implementing adequate lockdowns [47] to stabilize the infection
rate, or even adopting passenger control with temperature check and facial mask use, etc.
From a shared mobility services study [48] to evaluation of transmission dynamics [49]
and various policies [50], we ought to consider policy, scale, and mobility patterns during
the lockdown period [51–53]. Therefore, it is important to evaluate mobility trends in
correlation with specific factors [54] and understand the wider implications of mobility
restrictions on society [55]. To achieve these, spatiotemporal analysis is inevitable [56] and
other aspects or perspectives [57–60] should be taken into consideration as well.

Regarding the economy, EU countries could energetically expand healthcare capabili-
ties (e.g., the number of hospital beds), as China did while building temporary hospitals
and healthcare facilities in its first months combating the pandemic. That said, avoiding
hospitalizations should be an unwavering priority for all countries around the world in the
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fight against COVID-19. Ideally, if mobility-centered public health policies are properly
and promptly established and enforced, with the last-mile virus transmission issues curbed
by the public’s compliance with safety measures such as face masking, severe COVID-19
cases that could lead to hospitalizations should be avoided in the first place. At present,
though high hopes have been put on vaccination, due to issues such as vaccine equity, its
efficacy in controlling the pandemic in a timely manner remains debatable [43]. Virulent
COVID-19 mutations have already been found across the world, including Europe, South
Africa, and the Americas, with data suggesting that these variants are more transmissible
(i.e., up to 70%), deadly [61], and make existing vaccines less effective [62–64]. More social
distancing and fewer commuting measures lead to new exchange forms, where virtual
space dominates over real space and different strategies for interactions are necessary.
Although still debatable [65], even the exchange of goods could benefit from new modes
that require less physical contact, digitalized tools, and clear and coherent actions to ensure
safety. Nevertheless, we recommend focusing on effective measures instead.

As evident in existing literature, the urban space will also adapt to new living modal-
ities, communicating, moving, or other new modes of communications and social inter-
actions. Thus, there are evident shortcomings regarding the nexus between urban space,
mobility, and social interplays in places. While the communications in online platforms
gained a new boost, the need for public space shifted. Gehl [66] reported many transfor-
mations in Copenhagen during the city’s lockdowns; it was observed that the city was
being utilized more for recreation and exercise purposes, while public space remained
intact amid the mandates. New life choices regarding outdoor spaces create new ideas of
urban life and contemporary realities of urban interactions. For instance, in some countries,
demand for bicycle movement and pedestrian activity is reduced in the city center but
increased in the outskirts [66]. The consequences of these changes for cities will stimulate
novel and innovative forms of urban space utilization and organizations.

4.4. Limitations

In addition to the research findings discussed above, there are some limitations related
to the data source and the SEIR model of this paper. Firstly, the imported cases are
ignored when the SEIR model is used to simulate the impact of different policy dates
on the epidemic’s status in other countries. Secondly, the recovery rate is updated in
real-time. However, the data used in this model are from the end of July 2020, and the
recovery rate in Belgium by January 2021 should be 0.69. Thirdly, since the data used
in this paper are concentrated in the first six months of the COVID-19 pandemic, there
are some limitations to the government’s statistics and release of data. Specifically, there
is no unified statistical standard for various data in different countries. Therefore, the
number of daily contacts of each infected person (r) and patients’ data in the incubation
period cannot be accurately obtained. Although the results may differ from reality, the
model shows the impact of mobility policies under ideal conditions through reasonable
data estimates or assumptions. This is the reason why the simulation is conducted for
a selected pilot case. In the future, when the rate of transmission of a patient in the
incubation period is determined, the simulation would be more accurate by modifying
the corresponding parameters. Fourthly, the possibility of transmission of the virus by an
asymptomatic infected person is ignored [67]. However, these research limitations do not
have a significant impact on the aims and objectives of the study.

5. Conclusions

Overall, based on the above data analysis and comparison, four key results could be
summarized. First, the critical importance of mobility on the spread of the COVID-19 is
undeniable. Second, the role of policy in controlling the epidemic cannot be ignored. Timely
and effective public health policies, such as closing all public places, nationwide lockdowns,
and social distancing mandates, could reduce population mobility, therefore slowing the
epidemic’s spread. Meanwhile, as aforementioned, governments’ implementation and
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enforcement of these policies are indispensable to COVID-19 control and prevention.
Third, the level of medical care also greatly affects the number of people infected in a
country. Better medical resources mean faster case screening and better disease treatment;
simultaneously, more efficient use of resources also contributes to mitigating the pandemic.
Finally, in terms of geographical analysis, while convenient geographical location and
well-developed transportation could make the disease spread faster, at the same time,
reducing transportation is also one of the most effective ways to control the disease.

Overall, these measures contribute to the current management of the COVID-19 pan-
demic. In light of their proven effectiveness, they play an instrumental role in controlling
the current pandemic. They can also be utilized as models to control and prevent emerging
infectious diseases in the future [68]. Although these strategies are proven to be effective,
compelling evidence is needed to verify their universality across research contexts. Our
study’s findings contribute substantially to the evidence base, since this paper’s data
sources are from nine European countries. Nevertheless, we urge future studies to factor in
the specific conditions and considerations of their research contexts when applying these
strategies in specific social or pandemic control scenarios.
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